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For 44 years, the author has treated over 15.5 thousand patients suffering from lung diseases through his professional and ingenious 
study on traditional Korean Medicine for modern environment. He will introduce how to improve our lung health and its effect on 

prevention of flu and severe pulmonary diseases. His study shows that improvement of pulmonary function, the key factor of healthy 
immune system, will strengthen tonsil which has the most important role of immune system in our body. Accordingly, lymphocytes 
emitted from the strengthened tonsil will easily protect our body from harmful bacteria and viruses. With large number of cases and 
explicit principle of treatment, he will introduce how the advanced immune system can expel painful allergic diseases and COPD 
known for killer disease and how humanity can approach to the age of “homo-hundred”.

Biography
Hyo-seok Seo is the Director of Pyunkang Korean Medicine Hospital. He has his expertise in developing medicine for pulmonary diseases. Chronical tonsillitis from 
his childhood motivated him to become a Korean Medicine Doctor. During research, he found that main cause of asthma, COPD, rhinitis and tonsillitis are deeply 
related to health condition of one’s lungs. The result of research led him to focus the health of lungs. Pyunkang-Hwan, a Korean medicine invented by him, helps 
restoration of lung health and function to strengthen immune ability of our body. Now, he is known for “patients’ most wish to meet” in South Korea. From 2014, he 
strived to globalize Korean medicine. In 2014, he was placed 11 times on Health Campaign on New York Times and 31 times on column on Epoch Times. Moreover, 
he is a frequent speaker at conferences across the globe.
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